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Haruka Shiroyama

Haruka Shiroyama is a player character played by ethereal.

Haruka Shiroyama

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33A
Date of Birth: 23日 5月 YE 43
Organization: Star Army Logistics
Occupation: Star Army Unit Supply Specialist

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Kōun Plot

Physical Description

Haruka physically embodies the quintessential emo/goth girl. Her eyes are a bright yellow, often filled
with mild boredom and derision. Her skin is very pale and she uses black makeup and lipstick to
emphasise her features. She sports big fluffy fox/cat ears, with black outsides but white fur insides. Her
black hair falls to her shoulders, but is sometimes tied up as required. Haruka wears dark or metallic
jewelery, such as necklaces, rings, earrings and bracelets. She stands at a respectable 5'11, as a 33A
Neko, often far taller than her peers. Her bust size is greater than most non-33A Nekos, around a DD.

Personality

Haruka seems on the surface as being unimpressed by everything, to be lazy and unmotivated. In reality,
she's just very efficient at her job and ends up with lots of spare time with nothing to do. She loves metal
and classical music, dark coloured clothing and jewelery. She resents having to wear PPE as part of her
job, but is more than happy to point out when others are lacking. She greatly enjoys extreme sports,
adrenaline-fuelled activities and anything that gives a lot of seratonin.

History

Haruka's family name is Shiroyama, which belongs to a family very close to the Iemochi Clan. She was
born to a father and mother who were both employees of Iemochi Innovations & Sales. Raised a Minkan,
she was always rebellious in one way or another, enjoying being herself regardless of what others
thought. Rather than joining Iemochi Innovations & Sales, Haruka decided to do a stint in the Star Army
of Yamatai first.

Being that she was raised with the intention of being a salarywoman, Haruka took to logistics and clerical
work with absolute ease. Rather than being placed in a different MOS, she was selected to be a Star Army
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Unit Supply Specialist for a part of the YSS Shinigami (NG-SF-01).

After starting, she quickly settled into the role and was able to perform logistical tasks that would take
others quite a while, in far less time. This means she is often seen relaxing, mildly bored, waiting to clock
off.

Seeing action aboard the YSS Shinigami, Haruka served as part of a Damage Control team when in
combat. The rush from running into the fire, dragging people out and saving lives awakened an
adrenaline junkie within her. As the YSS Shinigami was removed into a much safer role than the assault
on Skadi, Haruka requested a transfer to a ship that she thought was more likely to give her the rush she
wanted, the YSS Koun.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Haruka Shiroyama has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Logistics and Clerical
Damage Control
Firefighting
Lifesaving
Moshing
Knife skills
Skydiving

Social Connections

Yugo Shiroyama (Father)
Sakura Shiroyama (Mother)
Chiyo Iemochi (Godmother)
YSS Shinigami Crew

Inventory & Finance

Haruka Shiroyama has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Haruka Shiroyama currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case ethereal becomes inactive:
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Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Haruka Shiroyama
Character Owner Ethereal
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Plots YSS Kōun Plot
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Unit Supply Specialist
SAOY Assignment YSS Kōun
Orders Orders
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